ABBOT'S HOSPITAL

A Loo k Ins id e

For some four centuries Abbot's Hospital has stood at the top of Guildford's
High Street. This brief guide gives you a look inside, with a chance to see
areas which are normally closed to the public. It also tells you something of
the man who founded it, and its history.
This Hospital has no medical staff or nurses, because its aim is not to treat
the sick or injured, but to provide a home for the elderly, as an almshouse,
providing hospitality for its residents.
It just across the High Street from Holy Trinity Church, and perhaps this is
why it was given the name of the Hospital of the Blessed Trinity, Guildford.
It was founded in 1619 by George Abbot, a local boy who became Archbishop
of Canterbury from 1611 to 1633. It seems to have been known as "Abbot's
Hospital" from its earliest years, and its original name is now seldom used.
You can read more about George and his Hospital after the virtual tour.
A VIRTUAL TOUR OF THE HOSPITAL
This tour begins in the High Street, outside the Hospital.

The Gatehouse
The High Street frontage is dominated by the central gate tower, flanked by
two wings, of slightly uneven width.
The great oak gates bear George Abbot’s initials, and his coat of arms, with
on one side his family's three gold pears and on the other the Y-shaped cloth
band of the See of Canterbury. Around the gateway is the inscription, a
quotation from Virgil, Deus nobis haec otia fecit, which may be freely
translated as "God has given us these days of leisure".

Above the gates are the Royal arms of James I, who awarded a royal charter
to allow for the foundation of the Hospital. These were put up in 1825, but
replaced a set of arms erected in 1660 at the Restoration of King Charles II.
The stone balustrade with its iron gate was added in 1830 to protect the
Hospital from the unruly 5 November bonfire celebrations which until 1865
were held in the High Street between the Hospital and Holy Trinity church.
The gas lamp over the gate was added in 1831.

The Presence Chamber
A spiral stair in a turret at the rear of the gate tower leads first of all to
George Abbot's Presence Chamber. He used this room to receive visitors and
as his parlour when he was staying in Guildford and occupying the adjacent
Master’s Lodgings.
It is now used for meetings of Governors, who are overlooked by a portrait of
Archbishop Abbot.

Behind them hangs the Hospital’s charter, granted by James I in 1622, with
the king's picture appearing at the top.

The Monmouth Room
On the floor above was situated the Evidence Room, built as a secure place
to keep the deeds to the Hospital’s properties (which gave Evidence of
ownership), its Seal, and other valuables.
It had another use in 1685, when the Duke of Monmouth, illegitimate son of
Charles II rose up in rebellion against his uncle, James II. After his
makeshift forces were routed at Sedgemoor, he fled to the New Forest, where
he was captured in a ditch. He was taken under armed escort towards
London, and by the night of 12 July the party had reached Guildford.
They escort would have been reluctant to
proceed further in the dark, especially
since their route would take them through
the
notorious
outlaw
country
of
Wimbledon.
Perhaps advised by the
Mayor, who has always been a Governor of
the Hospital, they realised that the safest
place in town for safety from any rescue
bids or attempts to escape would be this
room. So the Duke slept here, before going
on to London and his fate. Since then the
name of the room has changed.
The Tower
More spiral stairs lead to the top of the tower, with fine views.

The Upper Courtyard
The great gates are normally kept shut, so entrance to the Hospital is
through the little wicket door, leading to a passage which opens out into the
Upper Courtyard. On the outside this is very much as it was when the
original buildings were completed, in 1622.
Originally, there were rooms for twelve Brothers on the west side (to your left
as you enter), and for eight Sisters on the east (to your right). These have
now been converted into six double flats, suitable for married couples. The
use of the terms Brothers and Sisters for men and women emphasises the
importance placed by George Abbot on life within the Hospital being as part
of a community. Nowadays, although the communal nature of life here is
still valued, both genders are referred to as Residents.

In the south-east corner (behind you to your right) of the Courtyard you will
see the wooden porch leading to the Master’s Lodgings, used by the founder
himself when he stayed at the Hospital.

Opposite the gate tower is the north range. The left-hand side contains the
communal laundry and kitchen and on the upper floor, a resident's flat. To
the right are the Common Hall, with the Guesten Hall above, and in the
corner, the Chapel. In the centre is a passage leading to the Common Hall
and to steps down to the Lower Courtyard.

The bell turret was added in 1815. The clock was installed in 1742, to
complement the sundial, but the mechanism is much older, probably from
the 15th century.

On the eastern (right-hand) side you will see the decorated housing of a bell,
originally attached to a pull at the High Street entrance. By 2009 this had
deteriorated into little more than a pile of rust but after work at West Dean
College it was returned, restored, in 2011. Analysis had revealed the original
colours and also suggested an age around that of the Hospital itself.

The Common Hall
Going straight along the central path and into the passage, the door on the
right-hand side gives access to the Common Hall. This was traditionally the
Sisters' door, leading from the kitchen and laundry, while the adjacent door
straight into the Courtyard was for the men, leading from the buildings and
grounds where they worked.
Before the days of radio and TV, and before residents had their individual
kitchens, they would have spent much of their time in the hall. It acted both
as the parlour and as the dining room, where food cooked in the basement
kitchen was served. The wide fireplace would have been the focus of the
community, especially in the winter.
Much of the furniture is original, with separate tables for the Brothers and
Sisters and benches fixed to the panelling. The ring-shaped chandeliers
have channels and holes so that the surplus candle grease could be melted
and poured out to be reused. The three large paintings are probably Dutch
or Flemish, and date from around 1700.

The Guesten Hall
The door in the left-hand side of the passage leads to a flag-stoned corridor
and an oak staircase up to the Guesten Hall. Originally the stairs rose
steeply up in a single flight, but in 1721 they were reconfigured into their
present elegant form. They are lined with pictures, including portraits of
former Masters. At the top is the casing of the ancient clock mechanism.

The Guesten Hall, as the old word suggests, was intended particularly for
use by the Hospital's guests. The room is richly panelled and there are finely
carved wooden figures over the fireplace.
The pictures include a portrait of Queen Anne, and a lady with two children,
said to be the work of the eminent Guildford painter John Russell.
Lewis Carroll, whose family lived in Guildford, gave a series of mathematical
lectures here during 1897.

The Chapel
At the north-east corner of the Upper Courtyard is the door to the Chapel.
Originally, residents were required to attend prayers here every weekday.
Attendance is no longer compulsory, but weekly services are still held and
many residents attend.

The original windows, very large for so small a building, tell the story of
Jacob, a compliment to King James (Latin, Jacobus), Abbot's patron. The
pews are thought to have come from Holy Trinity Church, after it collapsed
in 1740.
The lozenge-shaped board on the east wall carrying George Abbot's coat of
arms is his hatchment, which was carried in front of his funeral procession
as it made its way to Holy Trinity in 1633.

The Lower Courtyard
The passage leads the steps going down into the garden. Originally the
garden was used to grow vegetables, and ran all the way down to North
Street, behind the Hospital, and.

The present residential buildings date from the mid-1980s. Earlier buildings
can be seen to the left of the staircase, a self-contained flat, originally
stables, and to the east, a the summer house.

The Old Cloth Hall
To the far left is the Old Cloth Hall, a separate foundation set up by George
Abbot in 1629 as The Manufacture, a place for training unemployed weavers
to make linen fabric instead. Unfortunately the venture failed, and after a
number of unsuccessful alternative uses, in 1856 it was converted to house
Archbishop Abbot’s School.

This school closed in 1933 and for the first time the building passed into the
ownership of the Hospital, which now lets it out as a shop - its first
commercial tenants were Messrs Cow & Gate.
GEORGE ABBOT
The boy who was to found the Hospital was born in 1562, to a father who
was a clothier running his own business, a member of the rising middle
class. Educated at what is now the Royal Grammar School, at the age of 16
he went to Balliol College, Oxford, becoming a Fellow and a distinguished
theologian and linguist.
In 1597 he became Master of University College and in 1599 he brought
out the first edition of what, in many subsequent editions, was to become
a bestseller, his Brief History of the Whole World.
In 1600 he was appointed Dean of Winchester, though he does not seem
to have been resident there, and in 1604 was one of the scholars
summoned by King James to a conference at Hampton Court, and asked
for a new English translation of the Bible. Over the next seven years he
Abbot played his part in the production, published in 1611, of the great
King James Bible, the Authorised Version. He helped to translate the
Gospels, the Acts and Revelations.
During this period he also worked on royal business, and so pleased the
King that in 1610 he was made a Bishop, first of Coventry and Lichfield,
then, within a month, of London, despite never having served in a parish.
In 1611 he became Archbishop of Canterbury and in this position he
became one of the most important men in the Kingdom, a Privy Councillor
and from 1618 First Lord of the Treasury.
Not only had he become very important, but also very rich. A bachelor, he
looked for ways to devote some of his wealth to some charitable purpose,
or as he put it himself, “to leave behind me to posterity some monument
of my thankfulness to my Creator”. Wondering what to do, he found his
“affection leading me to the Town of Guildford, where I was born, and
where my aged Parents lived many years with good report”.
He decided to found an almshouse, and on 6 April 1619 he laid the first
stone of his new Hospital. This was to be a gift to Guildford “out of my love
to the place of my birth”. Abbot never married, and perhaps he felt that the
Brothers and Sisters of the Hospital would be his family. In the windows of
Common Hall can be seen the Latin motto “Clamamus abba pater”. This is
usually translated as “We cry Abba, Father!” but could just about be taken
as “We call Abbot our father”.
Three years later, while the building was still unfurnished, there was a tragic
event in which was to cast a cloud over the rest of Abbot’s life. While out
hunting with a crossbow, he accidentally shot a gamekeeper. King James
pardoned him from any guilt, but Abbot’s opponents in the church eagerly
took advantage of the incident to undermine his authority.
The Archbishop was to live for a further eleven years, but his influence at
court dwindled, especially after Charles I, whom he crowned, took the
throne in 1626.

This and his declining health eventually brought about his virtual
retirement. He spent some of this at his Hospital and some at his palace
at Croydon, where he died on 4 August 1633.
As he requested, his body was brought back to Guildford for burial in Holy
Trinity Church, opposite his Hospital. His brother Maurice paid for a
magnificent tomb, with allegorical figures and a fine alabaster effigy of Abbot
in his Archbishop’s robes.
The columns supporting the canopy rest on pedestals carved like piles of
books, to illustrate that Abbot’s success was firmly based on his learning.
The tomb, remarkably, survived the collapse of the church in 1740, and
stands today in the present building.
Nationally, his main achievement was to hold the Church of England
together at a time of great disagreement in church and state.

The Hospital
King James granted the Hospital’s charter in 1622 and on 29 October of that
year, Abbot’s birthday, the first residents were admitted. The buildings must
have been by far the biggest and the most impressive within the 17th
century High Street, and attracted interest from the beginning. We can see
for example that Samuel Pepys wrote in his diary for Saturday 4 May 1661
that he was:
Up in the morning and took coach, and so to Guildford ... where we
had time to see the Hospital, built by Archbishop Abbot ... and were
civilly treated by the Master.
The Statutes that Abbot drew up specified that the Hospital should house a
Master, twelve Brothers, and eight Sisters. All were to be unmarried, above
60 years of age, of good character, and have been born in Guildford or have
lived in the town for at least 20 years.

A weekly allowance was to be paid to them and they were to be given, and
expected to wear, blue caps and gowns, with a silver badge of an
archbishop’s mitre on the left sleeve.
In the past four centuries much has changed. There is no longer a formal
minimum age for residents, though in practice most are well over 60, and for
many years there has been no fixed proportion of male to female residents.
Caps and gowns are no longer worn.
Weekly allowances have been done away with, and indeed residents are now
charged for living at the Hospital. Of course, they now receive old age
pensions and housing benefit.
The original 20 rooms in the Upper Courtyard have now been converted into
6 double flats, and 12 entirely new flats have been built in the Lower
Courtyard. Perhaps most significant of all the changes was the decision in
1985 to admit married couples for the first time.
But although much has changed, much remains the same. The Hospital,
still an independent charitable foundation, still provides a comfortable and
companionable home for people in the later stages of their lives. George
Abbot wished “to leave behind me some monument of my thankfulness to
my Creator, and some testimony of my faith in Christ Jesus.”
His
monument continues to bear rich fruit in his native town, summer and
winter alike.

